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finally, we come to the only truly interesting part of the game: the flying. the flying sequences
are just a series of driving, shooting, and jumping sections that lead you to the next objective. as
you run, jump, and shoot your way through the air, you'll pass over buildings and look down at
the beautiful city of metropolis below. the driving sections are the same as any other driving
game, with the exception of the perspective. while the perspective changes to show you the
rooftops of metropolis as you zip through them, the driving sections are always seen from the
point of view of the vehicle. so youll be driving a low flying airplane, shooting at an alien
spaceship, or driving a convertible. thankfully, the game does an excellent job of making flying
fun. for one thing, you actually get to fly, unlike the flying sections in many other games. you can
fly either on foot or in a vehicle, though, so there's no "flying like a bird" nonsense. the game is
at its best when youre flying, both on foot and in a vehicle. the game has a pretty decent variety
of flying sections, but the driving sections are boring as all get out. you will be driving a
helicopter, a glider, or a convertible for much of your time in the air. the flying sections are fairly
traditional, and consist of lots of driving, shooting, and jumping. in between the flying sections
are driving sections where youll take out a series of vehicles, including trucks, helicopters, and
gliders. each vehicle gets progressively more difficult, and a sequence of increasingly difficult
vehicles will appear on the screen as you progress. (unfortunately, if youre flying in a
convertible, the game never actually puts you in a convertible. all of the flying sections are
through the perspective of the vehicle, which is only interesting if youre flying in a convertible.
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thankfully, the game actually lets you fly in a convertible. however, the convertible doesn't
actually fly, it just looks like it does. the flying sections don't feature any kind of jetpack or flying
bike, but the convertible does, and the driving sections are actually quite fun. another feature of
the convertible is that it has an extra horsepower. the best thing about the game is the massive
open-world, and the somewhat in-depth narrative. youre the heir to a kryptonian refugee family,
and youre learning to harness your powers in a world where humans are quickly turning against
you. you can access a variety of powers by morphing into different animals, and the game gives
you some useful context for understanding how your powers work. the developers even made a

point of incorporating elements from the original cartoon: superman punches his enemies by
flying into their face, for example. the game also has a fantastic soundtrack that will keep you

pumped up through the hundreds of levels. this is a batman: arkham game inspired by the comic
book character. youll be able to use all the same batman gadgets as in the arkham games, but

this time youll be able to use them with the superman: man of steel videogame. you will be able
to use some of the power ups from the original game, including speed boosts, armor upgrades
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and new gadgets. the developers have included the character of clark kent as well, so you can
use all of his equipment. play as superman in the game and beat the crap out of villains, such as
lex luthor. if you happen to unlock the character of clark kent, he can use the same gadgets as
superman, and he can fly. he can also be a playable character in the game with his own power

ups. the controls of the game are pretty easy to use, and the mechanics are pretty standard. the
controls are pretty loose, and the game can be a little disorienting at first. it is a little tricky to
get used to, especially if you are used to the tight controls of the arkham games. this is mainly

due to the way that the controls work, but it can also be due to the fact that the developers have
taken so much of the arkham formula and put it into the man of steel game. you will be able to

use your own batarangs, but you will be able to use the moves of your enemies, as well. you can
also use superman powers, but the game puts some limitations on them, so you wont be able to

use the abilities of your enemies. 5ec8ef588b
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